Abstract. In this paper, we decided to study the effect of extracted audio features, using the analysis tool Essentia, on the quality of constructed music emotion detection classifiers. The research process included constructing training data, feature extraction, feature selection, and building classifiers. We selected features and found sets of features that were the most useful for detecting individual emotions. We examined the effect of low-level, rhythm and tonal features on the accuracy of the constructed classifiers. We built classifiers for different combinations of feature sets, which enabled distinguishing the most useful feature sets for individual emotions.
Introduction
One of the most important elements when listening to music is the expressed emotions. The emotions contained in music can alter or deepen the emotional state of the listener. For example, the Funeral March listened to during a funeral deepens the emotional state of the departed's loved ones; while light and relaxing music listened to at home after a hard day's work can restore the listener's good mood. The elements of music that affect the emotions are timbre, dynamics, rhythm, and harmony. Changes in the types of instruments used, the dynamics, rhythm, and harmony change the emotions found in the music.
In the era of the Internet, searching music databases for emotions has become increasingly important. Automatic emotion detection enables indexing files in terms of emotions [1] . Automatic emotion detection also enables creating visual emotion maps of musical compositions [2] .
In this paper, we decided to study the effect of extracted audio features, using the analysis tool Essentia [3] , on the quality of constructed music emotion detection classifiers. We selected features and found sets of features that were the most useful for detecting individual emotions. We examined the effect of lowlevel, rhythm and tonal features on the accuracy of the constructed classifiers.
Studies on emotion detection in music are mainly based on two popular approaches: categorical or dimensional. There are also papers devoted to the evaluation of audio features for emotion detection within one program. Song et al. [6] explored the relationship between musical features extracted by MIR toolbox and emotions. They compared the emotion prediction results for four sets of features: dynamic, rhythm, harmony, and spectral features.
An important paper in the area of music emotion recognition was written by Yang et al. [20] , who did a comprehensive review of the methods that have been proposed for music emotion recognition. Kim et al. [21] presented another paper surveying the state of the art in automatic emotion recognition.
Music Data
In this research, we use four emotion classes: energetic-positive, energeticnegative, calm-negative, calm-positive. They are presented with their abbreviations in Table 1 and cover the four quadrants of the two-dimensional Thayer model of emotion [22] . They correspond to four basic emotion classes: happy, angry, sad, and relaxed. To conduct the study of emotion detection, we prepared two sets of data. One set was used for building one common classifier for detecting the four emotions, and the other data set for building four binary classifiers of emotion in music. Both data sets consisted of six-second fragments of different genres of music: classical, jazz, blues, country, disco, hip-hop, metal, pop, reggae, and rock. The tracks were all 22050Hz Mono 16-bit audio files in .wav format.
The author of this paper, a music expert with a university musical education, labeled the music samples. The music expert listened to six-second music samples and then labeled them with one of the emotions (e1, e2, e3, e4). In the case when
